
  

  Sermon notes 
Preacher: Doug Timberlake 
Title:  “The Cross as your lens” 
Text:  1 Corinthians 1:10-17 
 
Last week Di preached from Romans 7:14 where Paul says he wants to do what is right but 
doesn’t.  He does what he hates. This was clearly about the battle within each one of us. This 
morning I want to deal with something more subtle.  These are issues which we do not always see 
as wrong, but they can hurt the church. We just see them from a different angle and so we miss 
doing the right thing. 
 
Today we will examine our lenses, the ones we use to see the world. The way we see things – the 
lens through which we look - affects WHAT we DO and HOW we do it. How can we see things 
through different lenses and hence fundamentally affect what we do and how we do it? 
 Text: 1 Corinthians 1:10-17 
 “10 I appeal to you, dear brothers and sisters, by the authority of our Lord Jesus Christ, to live 
in harmony with each other. Let there be no divisions in the church. Rather, be of one mind, 
united in thought and purpose. 11 For some members of Chloe’s household have told me about 
your quarrels, my dear brothers and sisters. 12 Some of you are saying, “I am a follower of Paul.” 
Others are saying, “I follow Apollos,” or “I follow Peter,” or “I follow only Christ.” 13 Has Christ been 
divided into factions? Was I, Paul, crucified for you? Were any of you baptized in the name of 
Paul? Of course not! 14 I thank God that I did not baptize any of you except Crispus and Gaius, 
15 for now no one can say they were baptized in my name. 16 (Oh yes, I also baptized the 
household of Stephanas, but I don’t remember baptizing anyone else.) 17 For Christ didn’t send me 
to baptize, but to preach the Good News—and not with clever speech, for fear that the cross of 
Christ would lose its power.” 

 
Paul wrote this Letter to the church in Corinth because he had heard about some problems in the 
church. Paul starts with an appeal to his brothers and sisters.  We often use the expression, “we 
are brothers and sisters in Christ”, but what does this really mean? 
What is your lens through which you see family?  Is family just our “blood” family? No! We know 
that we are brothers and sisters in Christ but do we truly believe that?  Do we behave as if we are?  
Maybe not.  So maybe we do not see each other truly as brothers and sisters. I see the 
relationship which Di has with Annie.  They meet once a week and share at a very deep level; they 
are extremely close.  They know exactly what to pray for each other; they know when the one is 
hurting; they know their struggles; they hold each other accountable – this is a model sister in 
Christ. This is the kind of brother and sister Paul is talking about but do we see our Christian 
brothers and sisters in the same way? 
 
Are we really family?  How do you see your church family?  How do we treat each other in this 
church family?  If we have a problem with another brother or sister, how do we deal with it?  Does 
the way we deal with it cause divisions or hurt – hurt that perhaps we are not even aware of? 
Why does Paul say there should be no divisions? Because in verse 11, some members of Chloe’s 
household went to Paul and told him about the quarrels going on. People were following various 
leaders – Paul, Apollos and Peter.  The debate could have revolved around which leader was 



more knowledgeable and powerful in their preaching. One group could have been supporting 
Apollos, because we know from Acts 18:24 that Apollos was knowledgeable and an eloquent 
speaker (“24 Meanwhile, a Jew named Apollos, an eloquent speaker who knew the Scriptures 
well”). Paul, on the other hand, made it quite clear that such eloquence is not necessary to preach 
the Gospel (1 Corinthians 2:1-5) (“When I came to you, I did not come with eloquence or human 
wisdom as I proclaimed to you the testimony about God”). 
 
I will share a short story with you to indicate, how, even in our modern society, this happens and 
causes division in families. 
Two sisters.  One lived in the USA, the other in SA.  Both are Christians and both South Africans.  
One followed Trump and the other, Clinton.  I knew the one sister who lived in the USA.  She 
came out to visit her family and told me that her sister would not come to dinner with the family 
unless she was prepared to talk about the American elections.  My friend didn’t want to talk about 
the elections as she knew it was divisive.  This caused a lot of hurt.  
 
Perhaps we are not divided over American politics, but maybe it’s something else. Do we view the 
Word on Sunday through the lens of how we see the preacher or the way they present it?  This is 
exactly the issue the Corinthian church was dealing with?  Last Sunday, when Di preached she 
had a huge migraine and it was not her best delivery, but I can tell you that people responded to 
God’s Word powerfully. It was something to experience.  I believe it was all about His Word and 
the response to the Holy Spirit. So how do we see the preached word?  Do we hear a preacher 
who preaches eloquently and powerfully or NOT, OR do we hear the Word of God? I am not 
saying we mustn’t preach well, and we may not be perfect, but each one of the preaching team is 
growing and improving.  Paul talks about “One mind, united in thought”.  What does he mean by united in thought? It 
does NOT mean we cannot have different views.  We can have different views on things, but if we 
see them with the mind of Christ, they will not divide us. Why?  Because we focus on how Jesus 
saw the issue.  It is us who like the detail.  Recall how the Jewish leaders in the Old Testament 
developed over 600 laws. Jesus said there are 2 commandments.  
 
For example, when we see a brother or sister sin, we tend to process that by jumping to 
judgement, but Jesus says, “He who has no sin, cast the first stone”. If you examine generational 
curses in Deuteronomy, we see it one way, but when we see it through Jesus’s eyes, we get a full 
and clear picture. We can allow small differences to divide us or we can focus on the Cross. 
 
How does authority affect our lens? 
Paul appeals to them in verse 10 based on the authority of Christ. He does NOT use any authority 
based on his title or his role as an Apostle. He is not the head of the church, Jesus is the head of 
the Church. How do we see authority?  When a brother or sister corrects you, based on scripture, 
do you see man telling you what to do?  And how do you respond?  I have seen people leave the 
church because of this. Or do you see Jesus as the head of the church correcting you from His 
Word?  It is the same thing but a different way of seeing it. 
 
Let’ examine our identity.  How does that affect our lens? 
Paul asks us to be of one mind.  He means the mind of Christ. But sometimes our mind is not on 
Christ.  Our mind places huge emphasis on what man says or thinks about us.  This affects how 
we see ourselves – our identity. Think when someone gives you feedback.  If you value that 
person, it will affect you and it will determine your response. Your identity also depends on how 
you see yourself.  If you see yourself as son or daughter of the Almighty, you are not affected by 
what people say about you. You hear the feedback for what it is really is.  You do not distort the 
feedback with a clouded lens of a weak self-image. In verse 10 Paul appeals to them in the name 
of Jesus. Their response must be based on their identity in Jesus.  

 
Our final lens is The Cross. 



Because of the Cross, we CAN & MUST view the world differently.  Everything we view must be 
viewed differently. We need to start seeing everything in this world, through the lens of the Cross.  
The Cross has renewed our spirit (when we are born again) but we need to renew our minds.  And Paul says in verse 10 “be of one mind, united in thought and purpose”. Paul repeats this in 
Romans 12:2 (2 “Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing 
of your mind”). We know that Christians the world over, do not behave much differently to 
unbelievers. We are all united in Christ because of the Cross and the word thought is about the 
mind. The purpose, he refers to, is critical. When you begin to quarrel about issues, think of why 
we are united in Christ?  We are here to grow more into his likeness, and to draw others into a 
relationship with Jesus.  When we remember our purpose, we forget about what we are quarrelling 
about. 

 
I want to summarise all these points Paul makes into The Cross 
 
It is because of The Cross that we are united in Christ as Family 

As brothers and sisters in Christ, we are family 
Because of the Cross, we follow Jesus and listen to what he says and not man. 
It is because of the Cross, that we follow Jesus as Lord, so let’s recognise Jesus as our 
ultimate authority, and when he speaks through man, let us listen and DO. 
It is because of the Cross that we are sons and daughters of the Almighty.  Who we are, is 
determined by Jesus not man. 
Everything starts and ends with the Cross as our lens.  Because of the cross, we must view 
everything in the world around us through this lens 
The Cross should be everything in our thoughts and it should remind us of our purpose – why 
we are here. 
Like Paul, I appeal to you, dear brothers and sisters, by the authority of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
to live in harmony with each other. Let there be no divisions in the church. Rather, be of one 
mind, united in thought and purpose. 
 
Amen 


